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Dr. J. Schaeffer
La Salle Debaters Win Twice From Villanova;
Take First Place In Intercollegiate League Lectures Before
Biology Students
DEBATER
Need Another Win
State Medical Aid
Argued

By

Harvey and Bigley Tie for Best
Speakers at La Salle; Coverdale
Takes Honors at Villanova

College Students
SeekCWAAid
Desired Measures Have ThreeFold Advantage; Compensation to Be Applied to Tuition.
During the past week President
"Rrother An elm has made inquirH'c into the po ibilities of obtaining Civil Works Administration
Aid for tho e studen.ts of La
'alle who wou ld be obliged to
drop out of college entirely could
they receive no such help.
The amount of aid per month
is not to exceed $15' for each
. tudent and is to be applied directly by the college to the tuition
of the student. In return for the
money thus granted the student
will perform work or service for
. the college. The nature of the
work performed by the students
is to be the same as that done by
CW A workers outside. It may
consi t in clerical work, janitor
work, improvement of ground
and buildings, work in libraries,
etc.
Only 10 per cent of the entire
enrollment can participate in this
program at any one time and 7.5'
per cent of these must have been
taken in previous to the last semian nual enrollment.
This program has a three-fold
purpose: 1. Keeping the .youth
of the nation in school. 2. Keepmg youth out of competition for
work with those who are now
3. Added imeking jobs.
provements enhancing schools of
nation.

Tomorrow Will Be
A Holiday

For Championship

T earns

La Salle College moved into
fi rst place in the Philadelphia Intercollegiate Debate League by
.gaining a double victory over
Villanova College last Monday
night, February 12. The subject
of the debate was, " R esolved:
That There Should be a Socialization of M edical Aid."
The affirmative side of the
question was upheld by La Salle
in the college auditorium before
a fairly large audience, and La
alle's negativE= team debated at
Villanova.
Floyd Bythiner, a memher of
the debate club, was tht'. chairman of La Salle's home encounter.
La Salle's affirmative team was
comprised of the M essr.s. Joseph
E. Crowley, Joseph P. Flubachcr
and Norman P Harvev.
Villanova 's negativ; side was
upheld by the M essrs. R obert
Bouson, Francis P. Bigley and
Paetrus F. Banmiller. Mr. H arvey
and Mr. Bigley tied for speaking
honors in this encounter.
The negative team of La Salle
-lehating at Villanova was composed of the Messrs. Thomas
' hea, John J. Doherty and Edward J. Coverdale. In this debate, Mr. Coverdale was voted
best speaker. Opposing these
men was Villanova's affirmative
team composed of the Messrs.
Peter Kerr, John W. Hallahan
and Louis Marcote.
The first speaker of La Salle's
affirmative side was Joseph Crowley. In his speech, Mr. Crowley
pointed out where and why the
present sy tern of medical care
has failed, and how it would be
advantageous both to the doctor
( Continaed on last page)

February 21, 1934

Joseph E. Crowley

La Salle Players
Accorded Praise
By School Body
Play Directed By Bro. Eadbert
Is Big Success; A. J. Dwyer
Starred in Leading Role
The La Salle College Dramatic
Society, under the direction of
Brother Eadbert, put on "Copy,"
a one-act play in the auditorium,
on Tuesday afternoon, February
20. The audience showed its
appreciation by constant outbursts of applause.
The play, a newspaper story,
concerns the happenings in the
office of a paper of which David
Lay (Anthony Dwyer) is editor.
He has sent his wife and daughter out on a picnic boat down the
river. At the office he hear of
the fire on board the boat. When
he finds it is the same one his wife
and daughter have taken he is
r. eartbroken, but he shows his
stuff to his fellow workers, Pratt
(Larry Bowman) , and Thom as
(Ed Coverdale), by putting out
the paper even -though his wife
and child are in distress. · A s i
expected, everything ends happily
when he find out his wife and
dauc,hter have missed the boat
and he rushes home to see them.
Anthony Dwyer, as the editor,
has many tense and dramatic lines
and doe them with a considerabl e finesse. Ed Coverdale, as
Thomas, also does a fine piece of
work as the news editor. Bowman, a Pratt, has quite a few
funny lines and Joe Flubacher,
as Adams, helps in the fun -maki1,g.
John Smith, as Jimm y;
John O'Brien, as Wilson, and
James Grimes, as Baldwin.

Cold, Colder, Coldest
In Collegian OFFice
Br-r! The official temperatu;e
during the cold spell last week
read 11 below. That means 20
below on Olney H eights. And
did the students know it!
It was so cold up here that
even the cold wave became frozen
and cou ldn't wave.
The chemistry labs were warmer than the Collegian office and
the water froze in the test tubes.
But as the weather got colder,
the dean's heart became warmer.
He didn't seem to mind the fact
that half the students were late
on that memorable morning. Or
maybe the school clocks were
frozen, too.

Head of Anatomy Department
At Jefferson Speaks Here
One Victory Over Tempie Will
In Fourth Seminar
Gain Title for La Salle; Are
Assured of Tie . Standing.
In continuance of his policy of
ohtaining men pre-eminent in
Previous to their meeting on thP:r respective fields to address
Lincoln's Birthday, La Salle and the biology seminars, Dr. H olroyd
Villanova were tied for first place was fortunate in securing the
,with one victory apiece. La Salle ser-Jices of Dr. J. Parsons Schaefhad defeated the University of fer, of Jefferson M edical College,
Pennsylvania, while Villanova who addressed the students last
had won rather easi ly from T em- Tuesday afternoon in a very inple.
teresting and inspiring talk . His
T emple University is the only subject was " Being a Student ."
league debate remaining on the
Dr. Schaeffer is profe •or of
La Salle schedule. If. La Salle Anatomy and director of the
defeats the T emple team, they Daniel Bough Institute at Jefferwill become the first champion of son. He has been a member of
the Philadelphia Intercollegiate the faculty there for the past
Considering twenty years and is a recognized
Debating League.
the past performances of both authority in the fi eld of medteams, La Salle shou ld have little 1c111e. Besides acting in the cadifficulty in carrying off the hon- pacity of teacher, Dr. Schaeffer
ors in the debate with T emple.
also maintains his private pracA s the teams now stand, La tice with offices in Philadelphia.
Although the seminar wa held
Salle is in first place with a record
of two victories and no defeats, under the auspices of the biology
while Villanova has split even in departm ent, any member of the
its two debates. T emple and student body was eligible to atPenn, the other two members of tend . Those students who are
the league, have yet to register not science men, but who attenda victory.
ed found Dr .. Schaeffer's talk
If T emple should defeat La very interesting and understand Salle, and Villanova should defeat able because, although a teacher
Penn, the league will end in a of medicine, Dr. Schaeffer chose
tie. However, the organizers of for the topic of his lecture one
the league have provided for just that can be applied to any stusuch a possibility. There are six dent regardle, of the course he
Judges for each debate, three at 15 pursuing.
the home auditorium, and three
The subject of Dr. Schaeffer's
pre iding at the opposition's hall. talk was very appropriate at this
t~me
of the school year for many
A team receives a vote for each
judge that votes for it. In their of the students have not as yet
debate with Penn, La Salle re- forgotten th e results of their midceived the vote of two of the year examinations and should
judges at Penn and of two at the take the lecture to heart.
During the course of his adhome auditorium. In the Villa. d
d
nova debate, La Salle made a ress, D r. Sch ae ff er pomte out
clean sweep by receiving the the important elements in the
unanimous approval of the six ch arac t er of a good t u d en t .
' t of aJI ," sa1·d D r. Sch ae ff er,
judges. Thus, La Salle now has " Fir
"a
student should set a goal for
ten point to its credit. Villa. h to wor k an d t h en put h.1s
h
w
1c
nova, in its debate with T emple,
· t th e
received six points. If they de- w h oIe h ear t an d sou I 111 o
of
that
goal. "
accomplishment
feat Penn and received six votes,
while La Salle does not get any "T o be a "OOO student, a youn
votes in the T emple debate, Vil- man must have a love and de ir~
Dr. Schaeffer also
lanova will carry off_the league for study."
.
.
championship with twelve points.
( Continued on tlnrd page)
,---------------------------.

Central System Advocated
As Best Banking Reform
The Roosevelt Administration
~eeks a real bankin" reform. Can
v;e reform the bank without sim ultaneously reforming the banker? If this reformation be brought
ahout- let us liberate the A111ericanistic ethics of the profession
of banking, which, through the
inadequate and uncontrollable
banking systems of the United
States as it passed through the
years of financial chaos and
tumult and the political putridity
that has spread like a cancerous
growth, have become so mangled
and tangled that the fundamental
principles are unrecognizable in
the debris.
The collapse of the banking
structure of the United States, in
March, 1933 , presented to Con gress a favorable opportunity to
rebuild, but unfortunately- and
through the wail of the vociferous lobbyist, the securities peddler, the pawnbroker, and the
promoter, and principally to meet
tne emergency, Congress, instead
of removing the defilement by reconstructing the forty-nine recognized systems of the United
States ( the national and fortyeight state systems) from their
very foundation scraped, patched

and painted the hackneyed, and
li fe-wearing systems of public
trust and community aid .
There are at the present time
some fourteen thousand banks in
the United States.-M entioned
above are the forty-nine systems.
- In actual existence there are
no dependable and concrete factors contributing to the possibilities of a unitive banking system
in this vast domain of many banks
and bankers.- Let us view the
\'arious institutions as they function- Banks having State Charters, that are not large enough to
l:·e c1ass1·fi. ed wit· h t h e State Ban k
- State Banks or Trust Com panie National Bank Federal Reserve Banks. These banks
contribute theoretically and pyramidically ·to the credit value of
the United States in their respective order.
Among the first
group we find the school savings
banks, building and loan associations (national and local) , Postal
Savings banks, labor banks, private banks, commercial paper
( C ontinued on fourth page)

First Year Men
Select McCann
As President
Kelley, Sciaretta and Pa rris
Named To Other Offices;
Make Plans for Hop

Charles J. Schraeder

C. J. Schraeder
To Matriculate
At Jefferson
Medical College Honor Credits
Offered By Senior President;
Will Enter Next September
The dean of Jefferson M edical
College has notified Charles J.
Schraeder, a senior in the PreMedical Department, that his
credits and recommendations have
been satisfactory enough to gain
fo r him acceptance to that famous
medical center.
- Mr. Schraeder is the first memher of the Senior class to be accepted by any medical college.
But this is nothing extraordinary
H h Id h
d· 1 d· ·
_e asf h~ t e fpre-hme ica h iv1s1on o 1s c1ass or t e pa t t ree
d h If
S
·an Tha a years. at La
d alle..
I e prbfsLpectslvlel Ho~thors lSh a1,1
a.., umnus
d
.o fa a e 1g. •c oo
- ·
( J ra
uatmg
rom that 111st1tut1on
.
.
with h1ghe•t.honors,_ Charley was
awarded a scholar hip to _L a SaHe
C ollege for his outstand111g abil ity. · Entering the college, he contmued on the upward path, marking his a cent with highest honors
in his class each term .
His activities, however, have
not been entirely confined to text
books and laboratorie , class affairs heing a do e rival for hi
affections. Twice elected to fill
the job of secretary of his class,
he has been an ardent supporter
of all its undertakings. The mature seniors recognized his ability
and rewarded him with the highest honor they could be tow on a
classmate. They chose him as
their president, which trust he h as
admini tered to the complete satisfaction of all.

Catalogue For 1934
Prepared By Dean
A new catalogue for - t:he
school year of 1934 and 193'.> has
..i_
L•een prepared by Brot h er L uc1·an,
dean of La Salle, explaining the
cou rses offered at the school together with a brief description of
tl 1e requirements for admission ,
the r.ules and regulations and a
well-defined outline of the subjects connected with each course.
There are several outstanding
changes or regulations which have
hcen made in the college curriculum. No classes will be held
in any subject for which less than
eight students apply. German
and French will be the modern
languages offered.

On W ednesday, Februa ry 7,
the freshmen trial officers gath ered to do battle for the office· of
their class. When the smoke had
cleared it found the standard of
John M cCann flying highest, .with
Joseph E. Kelley, Jr., next highest
and Joe Scia'.retta and George
Givens next in line.
The newly elected president i
an alumnus of La Salle High
School, where he was prominent
in the various activities of hi
class.
Kelley, who snatched the vicepresidency, took his diploma from
\Vest Catholic in -19 31. After
two years in the world of businehe came to La Salle. At W est
Catholic he was a member of the
Senior class committee and on the
taff of the school publication. H e
is a member of the Debating Cluh
and the COLLEGIA taff here.
Sciaretta, who tote a pigskin
as flashily as he plays his trum pet,
comes to La Salle from Downi ngtown, where he received his
parchment. Starring on the gridiron in that town he has now
carried his ability to La Salle. H e
is a clever quarterback and is
quite popu lar among his cl as mates.
When Givens refused the secretaryship the class voted Vince
Parris as the Lord Keeper of the
Seal. H e will handle all correspondents and corres1 ondence.
Judging from his hu ky build and
his nicknam e "Powerhouse," he is
well adapted to his new position .
The class has many activitie:
before it. The main event will
be the Freshman H op, which will
probably be held in the middle of
May.
( C ontinued on fourth page )

Pre-med Society
Plans Seminars
Several Medical Men Have Been
Invited to Address Club ;
Plan to Enroll Freshmen
A fter a lapse in the club activities during the exami nations,
the program commi ttee of th e
Pr~-M edical Societv started work
by arra 1wing a Ii t of prominent
pea:-ers to address the club at
the regular meetings. Simultancou ly, the memhership committee
ha planned the admission of
freshmen into the orc,anization.
Of a list of physician and
medica l student La Salle graduates amonc, others-submitted by
the dean to the program committ~e, ~everal have already been inYited to speak before the PreM edi .;al students. The topic to
be discussed in these talks will he
of b:ological interest to the tudents and will acquaint them
with problems that they are to
enco,.mter in the medical field.
C"onstitutionally, th e PreM edical club is an honor society
and bars fre hmen from active
membership. But in order to afford the first-year men useful con tacts with the upperclassmen of
the science department, the inem bership committee has planned to
admit those men who have obtained a "C" rating in their
science courses to the club before the end of the current school
year.
The n~xt meeting of the cluh
will be Tuesday, March 6.

.l'·eoruary

LA .::,aJ:.iLl!i \.,VLL~G'IA!'i

JLa ~allt <ttolltgian
published fortnightly by the
STUDENTS OF LA SALLE COLLEGE

Public May Have
Improved Drama
Upon Insistence

JUST LOOKIN' AROUND

i.1, l'lM4

Yesterday

A Boston U . reporter discovThe boys from Stanford, who
do all those clever stunts with the ers coeds are penniless and that
colored cards, are hinting that 58 per cent of the student body
PHILAD ELPHL\, P A.
unless the burden of expense is is broke.
MANAGING BOARD
taken off them, rooting stunts will
We found that out long ago.
Editor-in-Chief .......... . .. . .. ... .. ... JOHN J. D OHE RTY, ·3 5 Frequent Criticism by Modern consist of only a few hearty cheers
The Freshmen of St. Mary's
Associate Editor ..... . . . .. ....... LAWRENCE G . Bow.M:\N, •35 Moralists Perhaps Reasonable next fall.
College, California, surpass the
Sports Editor ....... ......... , . . . .... FLOYD C. BYTHI NE R, '3 5 But Not Supported by Action
Seniors in scholastic standing.
Advertising Manager . .. .. .. . .. . : MICHAEL A. M cANDREWS, '35
A columnist on the VILLA, The class just missed a B average,
Almost
since
the
beginnings
of
News Editor .................... .... .. JOHN A. O'BRIEN, '35
NOVAN has had the audacity to
Business Manager .... ........ ... ... . . ED\Y:\RD J. M cCooL, '3 5 the history of the stage and the chide us for chiding them . In a a feat which has yet to happen at
Circulation Manager ............ . ... JOSEPH F. FLUBACHER, '35 drama there has been much ad, pithy paragraph, which contains St. Mary's.
Exchange Editor , . . ........ . .. . ....... THOMAS J. W ALSH, '3 5 verse criticism of its morale and excellent rhetoric but poor logic,
By Edward J. Coverdale, '34
The boys up at Muhlenberg
of the moral life of its actors.
he says that "It is evident that the College have a tough time keepOnly yesterday it seems an,
Originating as it did from re,
NEWS STAFF
La Sallites have not as yet had ing the telephones on the wall.
other step had been climbed
ligious
motives
as
well
as
in
the
1:,~1ES T. GRIMES, 1 ~5
CLAY F . MCNERNEY, '35'
enough experience with life to get
toward-who knows? The dawn
What college hasn't.
need of man for psychological ex,
ANTHONY J. DWYER, '35
R AYMOND A. CURRAN, '35
sick of it." Either that or the
of that yesterday was bright as
it
has
continually
been
rression,
.J,4.MES W . KELLY, '35
CH .4, RLES J. GENSHEIMER, '35'
La Sal!ites have had enough sense
we
entered the start of .another
No more F's as the School of
the target of much religious reJ OSEPH B. CURRAN, '35
ALBERT J . CRAWFORD, '36
or
they
to
profit
by
experience;
four-year
term. Undaunted and
Education
of
Boston
U
.
adopt
a
proach.
WILLIAM L. REGAN, '35
JOSEPH J. KELLEY, '37
new system of marking. The determined were we to taste the
Periodically, since Euripides don't live that kind of life.
JOHN S . PENNY, '37
r.1ark Doubtful will be substi, new life college had to offer. Yes,
gave his first performance in his
and how the first taste gave u~
betuted.
Midshipman
lands
in
brig
open-air
theater
(and
improvised
SPORTS STAFF
the
indigestion that made today
It does sound a little better,
perhaps even before), there have cause he kissed his girl too long
PHILIP A. NIESSEN, '36
look far-off. The night that inJOHN M . M ARSHALL, '.35
been outbursts of "conscientious in public. A week in the brig don't you think?
tervened was dark at first, but
for just one kiss. W e wonder if
objectors."
.
ADVERTISING STAFF
gradually
grew toward the
was
worth
it.
it
A student at Boston U. during
The student is acquainted with
EDw .... RD J. MCKERNAN, '36
J OHN F . BYRNE, '35
an exam period fell asleep behind brighter side until that four-year
.the Puritan idea that this earth
stretch makes today not far re,
J OHN A. SPELLMAN, '36
CHARLES J. COFFEY, '35
is truly a vale of tears and a
When Delaware U. was known one of the files in the library, and rnoved from yesterday.
place of punishment wherein, to as Newark College the students was locked in for the night.
Librarian ... .. . . . ............... .... ... JAMES T. GRIMES, '35
Yesterday is sowed with mem,
Not much chance for that
find pleasure is an avoidance of were discplined with solitary con,
Faculty Moderator ....... . .. ..... . .. ..... .. BROTHER EMILIAN
ories, today is reaped with reality,
duty, and therefore sinful. To finement, coupled with a diet of around here.
and tomorrow the harvest-perlaugh was a sign of levity to the bread and water. This punish,
haps
just dreams. The memories
trouble-Two
Wiscon,
Date
sober Puritan--especially if he ment usually lasted from 5 to 10
OUR GOOD FORTUNE
sin co-eds advertised in their of that yesterday which we she!,
was the one laughed at. The days.
school paper for dates. One was ter do not carry the stark truths
Daily headlines scream the slaughters in Austria; daily long Parliamentarian did not
willing to pay all expenses, but of a disheveled war-swept world.
laugh-at
least
not
in
public.
we read of the unrest; striking and even violence in
At
St.
Benedict's
College
it
is
Perhaps the student may also
the man must be 5 feet 10 inches However, these grimaces of yes,
France. Europe stirs, uneasy. The whole continent is sitrecall the narrow hostility of the quite the thing to wear ear muffs. tall, good dancer. and belong to a terday, we reap in the reality of
ting on a giant political firecracker.
Puritan to the stage and even to We could have used some our- fraternity. The other described today. We find every nation of
We, in the United States, college students concerned the very persons of the drama selves during the cold days that herself and would share the ex, the world near the point of com,
we have just had.
bustion. Many of the leading na,
with studies, athletics, school activities and socials, pay themselves.
pense.
The stage is broad. It is ever
Wonder if that would include tions have changed not only their
little heed to the storm warnings waving over Europe. We
Fashion plates please note: R. R . expense.
style of government, but their
life,
and
being
life,
it
is
not
en,
are more inclined to think it is none of our affair.
Girls
from
State
College,
Pa.,
ideas of fairness.
tirely pure. It has many taints,
Understand, we are not long-faced pessimists crying but it also has its many points of make their clothes from burlap
Austria will soon find symSusquehanna goes in for foot,
WAR. With that question we are not concerning our- beauty, its many incentives to bags and flour sacks. Last year ball in a big way. As soon as pathy coming from Germany, and
selves. We speak of the situation on the other side of virtue. On the stage, whether of 8 50 such outfits were made.
the basketball schedule was can, Italy has already pledged support
Some fun, eh, boys?
celled it was announced that foot, to the Heimwehr. Japan is try,
the Atlantic from an entirely different viewpoint. The wood or of earth, !ife has been
ing to build bonfires in Russia;
ball practice would begin.
unrest in France is attributed by the authorities to the ever disclosed-some times gross,
The girls at Tulane U. started
England would not find it hard
!y and even grotesquely. Here
Stavisky scandal. This maybe so, but as Americans, our
a
crying
campaign
when
they
to
get mixed up in either affair
Dr. G . W. Carver, of the Tus,
men are man in all his forms.
experiences with Teapot Dome, lnsulls, Air Mail Contracts And one of the distinguishing learned that the pink books would kegee Institute, tells of the com, and France needs only to be
and other such scandals, make it hard for us to picture an characteristics of man is his ris, not be supplied by the school for mercial worth of peanut prod, singed, knowing she sits surnets. He has extracted from the rounded by smouldering factions.
entire nation working itself into a state bordering on Civil ibility as well as his reason. The the coming exams.
Oh,
yes,
Tulane
adheres
to
Throw another log on the fire
War over a bond swindle. To us a more plausible reason stage might have "laughed Pur- "blue for a boy and pink for a famed circus food: milk, cream, and it will burst out in full fury .
butter, cheese, ice cream, instant
seems the inability of the French administrators to con- itanism out of England" long be, girl."
Japan would attack Russia be,
coffee with the sugar already in
fore Samuel Butler.
she would the United States,
fore
vince the people that they are trying to better the condiit, pickles, sauces, oil, face and
Outlasting all difficulties, the
tions in the Republic. The slaughters in Austria are due to actor has gone on, either ignoring Riddle-How did the police re, shaving lotions, synthetic rubber, knowing that the United States
a clash of political opinions within that Nation; to the lack his critics or laughing -at their cover the goods stolen from a 17 kinds of wood stains, axle v-.' ould be drawn in sooner or
later. The United States would
of a leader capable of co-ordinating the forces at his straight-faced jibes. But some, Lehigh frat house before the theft grease, lard, linoleum, breakfast st'.11 goods to any country at war.
foods, soap, face powder and ink.
times he could not laugh ; he could was reported?
hand.
Those she would not sell to,
It might be efficiency.
What, no spinach?
only sneer. Only the light and
Consideration of these facts brings us to a realiza- guiltless heart can laugh.
would destroy American shipping, causing the loss of many
tion of our good fortune in having a leader courageous,
Thus, the theatre has gone on
lives, not to mention the many
wise and efficient. There has been no upheaval in the gradually developing, frequently
dollars. Any two countries at
United States, no general strike, because President Roose- discarding-but not always going
war today would mean a World
\Vhen we read the headline for War tomorrow. We owe no
H ello again! After hearing a
velt has made action his slogan ever since his inaugura- forward. Each generation has
tion last March. He has moved to better the condition of fought fresh objectors and the few burning remarks about our the Susquehanna College fire: more Lafayette debts nor any
same objections.
the people. He has acted to stabilize the nation econom- Through all this criticism, even column last edition we decided Fai-: Sirens H ear Fire Sirens, we akin to it. The only excuse left
the "Lights" needed their wicks retaliated with one for the Mount
ically in a manner wise beyond the wisdom of any other after suppression, the play has trimmed and that a new supply St. Joe's fire: Fair Belles Hear for war is the trade relations,
and what has this to do with the
leader; economic stabilization brings social stabilization, gone on, for anything which fills cf oi l would not be amiss. Boy, Fire Br lls. We might have said youth
of today?
a want in men and finds its cause can we pour on the oil! So here o-ac~:.I belles if we were not
which leads inevitably to mental calm.
Internationalism
and not paafraid rnme of the ringers at the
It is the absence of this tranquil state of mind in the in his catholic heart can never be we go again.
triotism would drive us to war.
totally removed.
Mour,t might be tolled. Enough
people that is causing so much trouble in Europe. More
\\Tith clear thinking, America
The stage is a reflector of man,
According to Crowley and of this, we hear a ringing in our
and more we realize the greatness of our President; more not always with all his accidents, Deaver, a bachelor is a man who ears now. Forgive us, girls, but could remain out of war, proand more we put our entire trust and faith in him. That not always as he seems to himself, thinks before he acts and then we !11ust have our little joke (?). vided some few didn't want to
make a fast billion dollars over
is all he needs. Let everyone continue to back Mr. Roose- but always as a rel.ection of his doesn't act. No excuses, puh,
night. Not the youth who could
true
heart,
his
true
soul;
this
is
leese !
velt in. his plan of action and we will all be abe to mainSenior
:
"Will
you
marry
me,
use this money, but the men reLook on the front page of this
tain a composed mental state, thus avoiding a condition the drama.
moved from shouldering the batThis is drama, whether it be i~sue. No excuses are needed for dlar, when I graduate?"
She: "Yes, unless I can find tle piece of tomorrow because of
of unrest and revolt such as exists in Europe.
cast amid the hills of Ionia de- the former. The reason is quite
w·1.e one to support me."
age, would send us to war and
picted by one actor passing with ohvious.
be content to fight their battles
his many masks of several char,
with bombastic oratory over polDEBATE
itcters, or whether it be illustrated
Dear
Hugh
Simpleton:
Ray: You know dear, you are
in a modern theatrical center with the one girl out of a thousand to
I am in a most perplexing sit, ished marble floors. The fruits of
The extra-class activities of La Salle College have ,,II its assumed sophisticated, with
uation . My best boy friend, Dan an educated generation in its budme.''
ding period would be disinteg·been most successful this year. However, no activity has all its inessential illusions and un,
Jo.: " O. K., Bulletsy, but don't Rough, the R and O for me, is
rated.
accomplished the feats and achieved the success of the necessary allusions.
let me catch you hanging around the cause of it all.
"Princes
and lords may flourish
Dan
and
I
have
seen
much
of
Especially
lately
has
there
been
Debating Club.
with the other nine hundred and
or may fade,
each
other
in
the
last
few
years,
much
talk
among
the
thinking
ninety-nine,
or
you
'II
be
just
anDebating has always been held in a high light at La
A breath can take them as a
classes about the moral dangers
but recently, for some inconceiv,
Salle. Since its inauguration in the curriculum of the of our more modern stage and other blan1<,.
breath has made,
able reason, he gets in my hair.
College, the quality of this activity has been proven by screen. Too much of this crit- Lent is a time when pleasure If you could only help me rid But a bold peasantry, its coun,
try's pride,
the numerous and prominent lawyers who have mastered icism has no doubt been well, ~hould be placed in the back, myself of this itch (not the boy
When once denied can never
the basic element of law at the Blue and Gold institution. founded. But talk alone can ac- ~roun,1. So-o this column was friend) I would be much indebted
be supplied."
The formation of the Philadelphia Intercollegiate De- complish nothing. There must be ·..A.Tritten in the spirit of the sea, to you.
a heart behind it, and with the snn. Phooey' Can we help it,
Thus we find our today to be
L Etta Burr.
bating League, composed of Villanova, Pennsylvania, heart, a hand.
filled with pessimism which makes
if all our best jokes · are cen- Dear I. Etta Burr:
Temple and La Salle has probably set the spark to Debat- It seems apparent to the pro- soreC:?
Do not let this silly annoyance it more misty than the morrow.
ing that will flicker long.
· ducers that the public demands a
depnve you of your H o:.nd 0 The stability of our democracy
In the previous debates, with Pennsylvania and Villa- certain crudity in all plays and
\\'e had to turn away crowds To me it appears to be merely and the right reasoning of the
younger generation should be far,
nova, La Salle has scored dual victories in both contests. that the plays which temporarily from the: debate the other night. a case of Dandruff.
the
only
reaching in the hope of the col,
satisfy
this
appetite
are
Hugh
Simpleton.
Ye:.p.
Turned
away
the
whole
As a consequence undisputed first place in the league is
lege youth of today attaining the
ones for which the public will 16 rather than heat and light the
now in La Salle's possession. The championship now hinges pay.
end for which he spends his early
auditorium. But, seriously, dear
on the final league debate; that with Temple. Should La
They believe the public to be reader, you don't know what
Well, dear reader, if you feel years in school. Remembering that
Salle divide honors in this ·c ontest the league leadership "blase." They rec?g~ize the evil you're missinl? when you don't that way al-out it, make reading it is the close observer, and not
will be won.
·
come-- -or maybe you do ( !???) • this column a Lenten practice.
(Continued on third page)
(Continued on Page 4 J
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Value of Tests
With Students

(Continued in next column)
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GERMAN POEMS

Arranges Talks Work Praised

Brother Lucian, Dean

Under the auspices of the
American Catholic Historical Society, a course of five lectures
will be given at its headquarters, 71 5 Spruce street, every
Monday evening during Lent.
His Excellency, the Most Reverend Bishop Gerald P . O'Hara,
of Philadelphia, is president of
the Society. Philadelphia has alv-•ays fostered such movements as
this and has shown her appreciation with overflowing attendance
at every opportunity.
The public is cordially invited
and there will be no admisi~n
fee . Due to the large audience
expected there will· be no reservation of seats. The lectures will
begin promptly at 8.15 P . M.
The following schedule of lectures has been arranged: February 19, Rev. Jules · A . Baisnee,
S.S., D .D., "France and the Establishment of the American
Hierarchy" ; February 26, John J.
Meng, Ph.D ., " Philadelphia Welcomes America's First Foreign
Representative." During the next
month, March 5, Rev. Peter
Guilday, Ph.D., L.L.D., "The
Maryland Tercentenary" ; March
12, J. Bennett Nolan, Esq., "Laf,
ayette in America"; March 19,
Herbert Wright, Ph.D., "Cath,
olic Founders of Modern International Law."

group-discussion-testing plan in
effect at La Salle the inclusion in
the college policy of examinations, not as mere educational
yardsticks since their results play
no part in the college record of
the student, given at the instance
of any group and wholly voluntary, as a guide and check on
their progress and to serve as a
norm to guide the future betterment of the student.
It is the hope of the writer that
this New Deal in the policy of
t:xaminations may help to dissipate the psychological nightmare
that frightens so many students
in general regarding the time,
honored system of examinations
that helped in no small way t
produce the great thinkers of the
past and to convince La Salle
students in particular of the
larger possibilities resulting from •
such training than that demanded
of its weakling step-child, the yesno, right-wrong, true-false, catchas-can substitute of the present
fad-ridden age. These latter may
have a part to play, but can never
8Upplant in their present form ar
as a determinant of one's ability
to maintain, defend and sustain
a thesis in this highly speculative
and materialistic age.

PUBLI C MAY HAVE
IMPROVED DRAMA
UPON INSISTENCE

--

-

- - ---- -----~

Professor of Modern Lan guages
Preparing Anthology of German
Verse; Honored in Germany

Doctor E'mil Doernenburg

DR. J. SCHAEFFER
G IVES SEMI NAR
( Continued fr om first page}
stressed the fact that without intense application, a student cannot attain real success.
Dr. Schaeffer is the second professor from Jefferson to address
the students within the year. Last
winter the pre-medical students
were addressed by Dr. Patterson,
dean of the school, who presented an equally inspiring talk.
This was the second biology
seminar of the new year, both
meetings having been addressed
by men well-known in their re,
spective fields. From so promising a beginning, the yearly series
of seminars should be extremely
interesting and beneficial to the
students.

Dr. Emil Doernenburg, Professor of Modern Langu ages, at
La Salle C ollege, is at present
engaged in writing a text book en titled : " Anthology of German
Poetry." H e has already con tracted with the Prentice H all
Publishing Company for the publication of this book by the next
school year, at which time it is
tu be used as a text in the
Modern Language Course of German at La Salle College.
Seven of Dr. Doernenburg's
poems appear in a book written
by Dr. Emil Maxis, of Breslau,
and entitled : " P eople on Foreign
Soil." This work is an Anthology
of German - poetry written by
Germans in . foreign countries.
The list of contributors include
German-born citizens of every
country but the Anthology is preeminently American in spirit, due
to the fact that the poems of more
German-American authors are included.
·
Besides this· test~ony to his
literary genius, Dr. Doernenburg
has been hailed both at home and
abroad as a great poet. H e is
not only considered one of the
leading German-American poets
but is also well-known and widely
acclaimed in literary circles in
Germany and is personally acquainted with many famous
German poets.

•

•

is like building a fire

( Continued from second page )
in this state of the mind . Many
of them would be more than will ,
ing to produce clean shows; to
direct really good dramas if they
could get support from the great
and noisy public.
The public is a great force; it
has a great power (it pays the
bills) . The public has no competition. Where there is but a
single voice, there is no bidding.
The public can have whatever
it wants, provided it asks for it.
But it does not ask. It does not
act. It lies supine and murmurs
-while a few-a small minority
of its vast body- set up the
clamor. These few demand. They
get it.
The majority sits restlessly by
and murmurs- but it tells its tales
into the wrong ears. It whispers
\with words, but uses no amplifier.
The world is a large place ; money
1s a great amplifier.
Recently there have been sev,
eral good plays of high moral
character and equally excellent
dramatic value offered to the public. Few plays presented in recent years approach the perfection of which "Cradle Song"
came within sight, yet this was
very poorly supported. The theatres found it unprofitable. .
Let us hope our justly com plaining thinkers will speak out
in future . Some of the best in
contemporary drama is now being
offered. Among these is Eugene
O'Neill's new play, "Days Without End ."
Remember that even dramatic
production is subject to the laws
of economics. Let those who
would have better drama be
louder in their demands. Let
them remember that actions speak
louder than words, and that
money frequently speaks loudest
of all.

Last week Brother Lucian,
Dean, and Brother Emilian, Registrar, visited Olney High School
t0 confer with Dr. Edwin V .
Montagne, principal, on the practice teaching done there by La
Salle students.
Doctor Montagne said that he
was very well pleased with the
work done at Olney by tpe Senior
Education men this year. Miss
Rinehart, head of the English Department at the high school, reported that Joseph Crowley had
done some excellent work this
year, and Miss Dunster, of the
Latin Department, gave a similar
report on Norman Harvey and
Francis Deaver.
Arrangements were made for
practice teaching next year, and
it was tentatively decided to send
half of the Senior Education
group to Olney during the first
semester, with the other half of
the group doing their practice
and observation during the second semester. In this way all the
men in the class will have opportunity to get the necessary hours
in teaching at an outside school.
Brother Lucian expressed himself as very grateful to Doctor
Montagne for his co-operation
and valuable assistance to the
college and the education students.

-

Compiling Book
For Use Here

American Catholic Historical Brothers Lucian and Emilian
Society to Give History
Confer with Olney Pri ncipal;
Lectures During Lent.
Next Year's Plans Arra nged.

By Brother Lucia n, Dea n
Now that the "storm and
stress" of the mid-year examinations are a matter of history the
thoughtful student will find rich
material for further advanceme;1t
in a critical study of his ratingr
in the several subjects. While it
must be admitted that the tim e
honored system of examinations
is far from perfect, the earnest
and consistent student need have
little fear that the much talked o
subjective element in the examiner will work to his disadvan tage. It is a matter of experienc,
t.nat examinations, when viewed
m a sane and intelligent manner.
h:we their compensations, though
this phase claims small attention
even among educators. Much, if
not all, of the mental anguish and
dread ascribed to examinations
are rather defense reactions to
cloak lack of preparation than an
tonest expression of well-founded
claims against the system of testing knowledge. This is so true
that every member of the faculty
after two or three months' contact with his several groups ca1
correctly assign by prognosis,
formulated on the ability and responsiveness of the student,
within fractional difference, the
quintile standing of each. After
the same lapse of time even the
members of the group have cat
alogued one another to a surpris
i:,g degree of accuracy in the particular category into which they
fa ll. N ow and again we find an
exception, who claims to be the
··forgotten man" as far as respectable grading is concernedJUSt another defense reaction.
Apart from their use as a fac,
tor in discipline and for the usual
purpose of measurement, examinations serve another important
function, an educative value, an
angle the student seldom regards
and unfortunately little emphasized in educational circles. This
role of examinations is a feature
of the educational policy at La
Salle and was the natural outcome of the student-group-discus&ion-testing plan introduced two
years ago, now assuming worth ,·,hile proportion and so fruitful
in results. In this plan, four or
five kindred spirits, having a com mon interest in a particular subject, band together for interchange of thought, discussion and
testing using unoccupied lecture
and recitation rooms during th r
free periods on their roster. Each
in turn leads the discussion or
tests the knowledge of the group.
1 'o obviate mere verbiage in cases
of dispute reference texts are at
hand for consultation and fin al
decision. This develops a wider
range of reading than the mere
text, greater care in preparation,
and creates an interest in the subject not easily aroused in the
larger group through the ordinary lecture room procedure.
A survey made in the office of
the Dean of examination books
and grades of those known to u se
the plan affords interesting and
iliuminating information of
educative value. Among these
may be noted · a fuller grasp of
the S)Jbject, a more intelligent
organization of the subject matter and keener appreciation of
what constitutes a complete and
s,ttisfying answer. Naturally, their
grading has advanced to a higher
plane. So, too, may we not justly
infer more far-reaching and richer values realized in the self-confidence born through the growing
ability to meet one's fellows in
friendly discussion and a deeper
evaluation of the part played by
group co-operation in the highest
social development of the individual as against the " rugged
individualism" of the past that
well-nigh brought to ruin our social fabric. Educational values
such as these may not be ignored
by any La Salle man.
In addition to the student-
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NOW if

y ou want to build
a fire you've got to have
the right kind of chimney, and
you've got to have the right kind
of w ood, seaso ned right and
packed right in the fireplace. If
you've got all this, it's easy to
light up.

ult's pretty near the same way
in smoking a pipe. Now if you've
got Granger Tobacco- the right
kind of pipe tobacco - any old
pipe will do.
uAnd if you put in a pinch at a
time and pack it down good and
tight-the way to load a pipe-all
you need to do is strike a match.
.. Granger smokes sweet and cool
right down to the bottom of the
bowl.
"That's pipe comfort, I tell you.''

ranger RoughCUt
·the pipe tobacco that's MILD
•
© 1934, IJGGIITT 1Jc MYIIU_TOIACCO Cg_.

the pipe tobacco that's COOL
-fills seem

lo

lile it

Debate On Banking
To Be Held Today

BY CROW II
I have enough on Pat Dooley
to hang him, but figuring that he
has been getting too much free
advertising in this column, I was
all set to drop him this issue until
he made the crack 'Tm drunk
with joy" after the St. Joe's game.
That started me wondering if the
game was the reason.
I tried to check up on "droopy"
Bahr, but with little success. He
is still playing Germantown
hravy, neglecting somewhat the
other parts of the city and state.
" M ae W est" Deaver had a
tough time finding " Dallas M an"
Crowley the other day. I counted
four trips that he made from the
basement to the roof in his search.
One more Junior class meeting
and I predict that "Social Light"
Byrne and " Baldy" Shea will be
c::.rded on the Milk and Ice Fund
bouts.

The Banking question is the
topic to be debated this afternoon
by teams composed of members
of the Debating Society. The
question reads, " Resolved: That
there should be Federal ownership of all Banking institutions."
The affirmative will be upheld
by Clay M cNerney, John A.
O'Brien, and Joseph J. Kelley.
The negative team will be comprised of Furphy, Gensheimer
and Bowman.
A debate on the question
Resolved : That the Provisions of
the NRA codes should be made
permanent will be held next
Wednesday. Regan and Shea
will be the affirmative team, with
Flubacher and Doherty taking the
negative side of the question.

Across the
Campus

'"One of the Eight" proved to
he a success. Proportionally, the
attendance surpassed that of last
year. Considering the fact that
this year's performance ran for
only two nights, and · also considering the fact that the weather
laid a heavy handicap there is
ample proof from the attendance,
that "One of the Eight" merited
the hearty approval of all.
The track team is going
through its paces every afternoon
under Coach T aggart. On Feb,
ruary 24, two .members of the
team will represent La Salle H igh
at the Catholic University Indoor
Meet at Washington . M arch 17
is the date of the Middle Atlantic Meet to be held at the 103rd
Armory at 32 nd and Lancaster
Avenue. La Salle has a relay
team entered in the High School
New · Rules Govern
Class in this meet and also in the
K. of C . meet on M arch 17.
Class Activities During the years 192 5-1928,
there was published in the High
Due to the unavoidable finan- School a monthly paper known as
cial condition of the separate the "Cheerleader." It was superclasses in general and the indi, vised by Brother E. John and previdual students in particular the pared by the C ommercial Class.
Committee on Social A ctivities An attempt to revive the "Cheerdecided to investigate and finally leader" is being made. The first
published their findings in a code edition made its appearance last
ot rules to which each class must week. It is a weekly paper, manconform when planning their aged by the Senior class. The
COLLEGIAN extends its best wishes
various social affairs.
Each class must supply the_ for success.
A Press Club has been organCommittee with an itemized
statement of the probable cost of i;.ed here under the supervision of
the affair and receive official sanc- Brother Gregory. The object of
tion. They must deposit with the new club is to maintain pubthe Committee, sixty per cent of lic relations by sending news to
their total expenses before enter, the leading newspapers of Philadelphia.
ing into any contract.

In addition to walking off with
the best speaker prize at the La Central System Advocated
Salle-Penn debate, Joe Flubacher
also walked off with all the water.
As Best Banking Reform
If the water had been beer I'm
sure Joe wouldn't have needed the
( Continued from first page )
other two men on the team. But,
tell me, Joe, "where under the banks, mortgage companies, fi, number of bank failures in this
blue canopy of heaven" did you nance companies (national, local country during the past four years
ever pick up that line?
or small loan, including install- has revealed to the Administrament houses), M orris Plan banks, tion the necessity of a uniform
"Knight" Dwyer found out Remedial loan associations, 111- banking system, which will prob,
that the high school principal was
vestment trusts and many other ably hasten the tendency toward
lacking in chivalry.
small banking organizations. This branch banking and a central
group depends largely upon the
Joe Baumgardner spent a State banks to act as their fiscal bank- the idealistic banking syscouple of hectic days ducking the agent and depository, and to sup- tern.
The Glass bill presented the
dean. But everything has been ply the necessary banking facilstraightened out. Pretty close ities. Secondly, we have the first step in this direction-it gave
State bank or trust companies and us the banking policemen and the
check, eh, Joe?
mutual and stock saving banks. herder and also the guaranty of
These banks in the second div- deposits. Unfortunately, the inHonest, Toots, the coach has to i~ion depend upon the commer- surance of deposits law will not
put those oth r four men on the cial or National bank for their reform the banker. It will make
Reserves besides Kallam.
a country of many banks and few
ban k ing facilities and depositories. In the third group are found bankers. It will give a sense of
Gensheimer almost committed the Commercial or National false security- people will look to
himself the other day. ~ame near banks which use the Federal Re- the protection of the insurance
admitting black was black, but serve as their depository. And, fund and pay no attention to the
ended up with his theme song: lastly, the Federal Reserve Bank, soundness of the bank, or the
which is located at the top of the ability of its manager. It will
Much to be said on both sides.
pyramid. Let us examine the also place the burden of the small
How of credit currency as it is banks upon the larger ones. Let
us focus our lenses on the other
"Holy" Knight's stories just
~~:~:i1:! t;:eh:e!~~/r~~J ~:~ fratures of the Glass bill, namely,
clon 't fit his name.
second, with that of the first, de- the banking policeman, which is
posits into the third, and the a sub-division of the bill, which
Bashful Fritz Brennan is hav, third, with that . of the first, sec- states that all banks desiring to
ing a tough time with the local ond and third, deposits into the join the insurance system must,
femmes. They all are trying to fourth or the Federal Reserve after July l, 1936 , become a
g~t him to come up some time; Bank. The stumbling block is member of the Federal R eserve or
so far he has that something or that this current of credit is renounce their right to insurance.
other whicli always makes him forced to return along the same This specification of the bill will
~y NO. You're a better man route instead of circling around aid the· herder in corralling the
stray banks into a single uniform
than I am, Fritzy; but just wait
through industry which is neces- system- the Central Bank- the
till you slip!
sary and which would make it
continuous- the necessary factor Federal R eserve- having for its
A member of the Language De- of sound and useful credit cur- members a limited number of
large banks and their many
partment wondered how he had rency.
branches.
escaped this col. Careful, Prof.
It is a difficult and dangerous
Better watch yourself as Crow II task to attempt to forecast the
will watch you close from now course of banking development,
Dine - Dance - Show
Every Evening
on.
but there are certain conditions
SHADY HILL INN
and forces at work in the United
No Couvert
No Minimum
Some of the Junior Business States, which seem to indicate the
We Cater to
Bridge Parties, Luncheons
~0ys like Spanish so well they are direction which banking developand Special Dinners
going to take it for another year ment may take. The appalling
- by orders from headquarters.
Sp1ce won't permit listing names.
After the Dance, Meet
A. J. MEIER
,A_dd similes:
the Crowd at
Drugs
As fickle as a new made roster.
OLDE VIENNA
Chelten Ave. and Chew St.
Later than 9 :05 when the dean
Germantown, Phila.
5585 YORK ROAD
is waiting as a reception committee.

J.

Burrwood Daly
Political Candidate

J. Burrwood Daly, of the class
of '96, has been named for Democratic candidate for Congress of
the Fourth District. The announcement was made by John
B. Kelly, chairman of the Independent Democratic Committee.
In the years following his graduation, Mr. D aly has been actively interested in La Salle and
in its progress. Mr. D aly has,
at all times shown his love for
the school by personal support of
the activities of the college. The
Alumni A ssociation honors him
as an outstanding member.
The college and alumni unite
in extending congratulations to
M r. Daly on this public recognition of his many sterling qualities.
FIRST YEAR MEN
SELECT McCANN
AS PRESIDENT

"WHEN A FELLER

NEEDS A FRIEND''

Placed on the market a year ago, this pipe
mixture made many friends before it had
a line of advertising. Aged in the wood for
years ... BRIGGS is mellow, packed with
flavor, biteless! Won't you try a tin and let
genial BRIGGS speak for itself?

( Continued from first page )
It has been definitely decided
that the hop will be held in College H all. A very prominent
band will be selected from the
long list of musicmakers.
Other events in the near future
include a prospective basketball
game between the Sophs and
Frosh and also a tug-o'-war between the two proverbial enemies.
The class is moving rapidly
toward organization and should
accomplish much.
The men elected to the four
offices represent a variety of
courses. M cCann waves the banner of science- Kelley and Sciaretta fly the colors of law, whilst
Parris boasts the business administration as his chosen field .
It is fortunate that the cla s is
represented in that fashion. A
schedule of meetings will appear
during the coming week and committees will be appointed as soon
Dr. Holroyd Honored
as possible.
The class is well equipped to By National Museum
do battle with the problems that
face them, and with the four men
New honors have been bethey have named as leaders,
stowed
upon La Salle through the
should go down in the pages of
the college's long history as one activities of one of her faculty .
of the foremost Freshman classes. The name of Dr. Roland Holroyd, Professor of Biology, is conYESTERDAY
tained in the annual report of the
National Museum of the Smith( C ontinued from second page} sonian Institute, in recognition of
the one who observes from afar, hi& contributions to the Museum.
who may be injured, should keep
Among the collection of plants
America neutral in the coming
which he acquired on his recent
1,torm in Europe.
H aving overcome this barrier, South American trip. Dr. Holpessimistic as it may be, we come royd brought back twelve new
to tomorrow. The idea of mak, species of Peruvian plants which
ing good and the realization of he has contributed to the Naour dreams is the task of tomor- t10nal Museum.
row. And yet tomorrow never
comes! Our dreams and ideals are
never completed since there is alBell, JACkson 4001
ways a task left for tomorrow
RALPH TREROTOLA
when it should have been the
MEATS, PROVISIONS
burden of today. W e can't live
AND POULTRY
in tomorrow because it doesn't
N. W. Cor.
exist and therefore we must sat20th & Morris Sts.
isfy ourselves with today. The
dreams of yesterday become the
reality of today, while we hope
for tomorrow, just wishing a life,
WILLIAM C. MARTI
time away. The last few years
908 Chestnut St.
are probably the worst the world
will see and as wishes go let
Phila., Pa.
wishes be.
"The Best for Less"
Eat at the
COLLEGE CAFETERIA

Under Management of
Frank Zimmerman

KEPT FACTORY FRESH
by inner liaia• of

CELLOPHANE

0 P . Lorillard Co., I nc.

Lenten Mass Held
In College Chapel
During the holy season of Lent
Mass will be celebrated in the
college chapel at 8.20 A. M.
Although all the students are
welcome, this is primarily to accommodate those who would oth,
erwise find it impossible or inconvenient to attend Mass in their
own parish churches. Due to the
number of students present at
this Mass, conditions have been
slightly crowded.

Eat

Breyers
Always
BREYER ICE CREAM CO.
"Patroni&e the Breyer D ealu"

Philude1phia

ew Yol'k

Wnahinglon

ewark

H a rrloborg

DINE-DANCE
at
SUSSMAN'S GRILLE
Entertainment Every
Evening
2422 W. Hunting Park Ave.

Makers of La Salle College
Class Rings

Special Attention to
La Salle Men

La Salle College Is Another of Our Satisfied Customers

GEORGE A. STOUT
" OLD FASHIO

Wholesale Grocer

110 PINE STREET
Phila., Pa.

ED"

CHURNED BUTTERMILK

QUINN'S DAIRIES
Scientifically Produced
Laboratory Controlled

JOE MEEHAN STARS AS LA SALLE DOWNS HAWK FIVE 39-20
Explorers Annex
Tenth Straight

Taggart Starts
Track Practice

Morris Harvey, West Chester,
and Osteopathy Fall Before
Superior La Salle Basketeers.

Large Squad of Veterans Begin
Work fo r Spring Season; Eight
Meets Listed for Explorers

Len Tanseer's courtmen turned
111 three victorie out of as many
starts to fatten their average for
the season. The latest victims
of the Explorers are Morris Harvey, West Chester State Teachers, and Osteopathy. The first
mentioned team is a new rival
for the locals, but the others previously tasted defeat at La Salle's
hands.
Coming from Barboursville, a
town in the hills of West Vir"inia, the Golden ~gles contributed many an uneasy moment
to the homesters during the fray .
The invaders' squad' was composed of only seven players and
-in the warm-up period prior to
the game they presented no extraordinary shooting.
But after the tap-off they convinced everyone that such was
not the case. La Salle had the
edge throughout the initial frame,
with the Eagles trailing close behind. Just before the intermis.;,ion, Coach Tanseer yanked his
entire first team and sent in a
new team. These substitutes had
been preceded by the visitors'
rally threatening the lead, and
the second string once in play,
..:ould at best, hold' the visitors.
At the close of the first half
La Salle was ahead by virtue of
rwo points, the score being 18-16.
Resuming play, both teams
fought hard and it wasn't until
the final five minutes that the
Blue and Gold had rolled up a
c,1mfortable lead.
Charlie Mosicant and Joe Meehan were the big guns for the
Explorers with eleven and seven
pL'ints apiece. Ray Forbes, the
visitors' forward, was high man
for the night with thirteen
points. The final score found La
'alle ahead 38-36.
Traveling out to West Chester
for the next game, the spirit of
the team was very high, having
defeated the Teachers earlier in
the season to the tune .of 37-23 .
The game proved to be a very
,xciting contest with the Blue
and Gold on top at the final
whistle 25 -24.
The T eachers, still smarting
from their earlier defeat, put up
a great fight but with Clem
Meehan bagging six field goals,
the odds were against them.
\1/ith Clem and Joe Meehan
paired at the forward posts,
Charlie Mosicant at center,
Jimmy Murphy and Ray Bahr at
the back court positions, the Explorers victory was virtually as,
ured. Frank Barret also saw
a.:tion in the contest in a substitute role.
Mosicant, managing the pivot,
oarnered two field goals and converted four fouls of as many tries.
As usual the superb passing of
La Salle provided many a thrill.
The Explorers smooth floor-work
is rated as among the best in
collegiate circles.
· The tenth straight victory of
the season was obtained at the
h.mds of the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy. At the end of
the skirmish the back-rubbers
from Spruce Street were on the
· hart end of a 32-13 score.
Mosicant captured first honors with five field goals and four
fouls while Murphy received
honorable mention with a total
of four goals and one free throw.
l1urey, center-man, was high
-corer for the visitors with seven
points.
The superior playing of the
homesters dazzled the losers, and
the best the latter team could do
was to attempt to stop La Salle's
~coring barrage.
Toward the
waning minutes of the fray,
Coach Tanseer sent in a complete new team .

Don't let the new title of this
column fool you; a rose by any
other name would be giving you
just the same amount of sports
news, gathered hither and yon, of
the Explorer teams.
The basketball team has been
doing mighty fine work in the
last nine games. They have won
them all, and it seems fairly probable that there will be no defeats
registered for the balance of the
season. Anyhow, the Blue and
Gold followers hope for the best.
The second St. Joseph's College game was a honey. Never
in the history of La Salle basketball have points been gathered
as rapidly as they were in the first
half of the contest. Fifteen coun,
ters were registered before any of
the spectators could say cockrobin. (Well, almost as fast) .
And did the boys get their revenge? Murphy left the patch
on his eye merely to remind the
Hawks of the impending storm.
As the game proceeded this small
mite dashed back and forth so
fast that all one could see was
the white streak of the bandage.
Captain Joe Meehan also had a
score to even. Of course, he did
it io a gentlemanly fashion by
making eleven points.
The Jayvees made the Crimson and Gray understudies take
to cover. The score after twenty
minutes indicated 24 to 5, so the
contest was called off. However,
it was hinted the Hawks claim a
moral victory. They stated, Farley looked too much like Camera
and they were frightened he was
going to crush them when he
landed after slipping one in the
basket. Incidently this man mountain made twelve points. Jumping Joe Sciaretta scored six counters ; however, he was saving himself for the cornet playing at the

dance, which took place after the
main attraction.
Vince Taggart is having his
charges working out daily these
last few weeks. T he aching muscles and cracking bones show that
the track squad is slowly round,
ing into shape. With the indoor
meets rapidly approaching they
v.:ill be well primed to cover the
many duties cut out for each
man.
The first meet will be the Catholic University Intercollegiates
down at Washington. Six men
will make the trip to the Capitol
city to annex top honors of that
meet. Neary, a freshman and
former captain of the La Salle
High School track team, will uphold his honors in the 440 open
run which he won two years.
Cavanaugh will compete in this
event also.
Cirelli, half-miler
and distance man, will try the
handicap 880.
By the way, just as a gentle
hint to the football huskies. Start
now to get in shape, because it
won't be far off now when Head
Coach Brill will be pinning the
notice on the bulletin board of
the disaster that is pending. Place
yourself in a happy frame of
mind and decide to get down to
hard work. If you are in doubt
of the advice, take a look at the
schedule for next year. One can
be fairly sure after looking at it
that you will be perfectly willing
to practise all summer.
Now that spring is drawing
near, the Sophs better start getting the ole pulling arm loosened
up. The tug of war is not far
off, and by the looks of the fresh,
men the results should be close.
Remember how you just about
beat the Juniors last year? Well,
now it is their turn to stand by
and watch the trouncing of the
second year men. Some fun .

•

Coaches Change High School Five
Football Rules Bows To Burrs
Marty Brill and Jim Hen ry Prep Also Loses to Malvern and
Approve New Rules; Think
St. John 's; O'Connor Leads
Changes Will Aid Explorers
La Salle Scorers.
Marty Brill and Jim Henry,
directors of La Salle's football
destinies, have expressed themselves as satisfied with the changes
made in the gridiron rules by the
Coaches Committee.
The Blue and Gold mentors are
particularly 111 favor of the
changes permitting more freedom
in passing. The rule now permits
any number of forwards in a eries of downs without penalty if
they are incompleted. The Explorers' passing game has been an
important factor in their offense
in the past, and will undoubtedly
center around that phase of the
game from now on.
Another change in the rules
regulating passing permits the of,
fensive team to incomplete a pass
over the goal line without losing
the ball. Henry's comment on
this change was that the offensive
quarterback will no longer be on
the spot when he gets his team
within scoring distance. "In the
past," said Jim, "the offensive
team could center its defense,
feeling pretty sure that their opponents would not attempt a pass
until the third or fourth down.
This enabled them to stop the
running attack of their opponents. Under the new rule, how,
ever, the defense will not know
what to expect, and will have to
spread. Therefore, the offense
will get a chance to mix an effective ground attack with its
passes."

In a thrilling game, which was
played on the home floor, La
Salle High was defeated by West
Catholic by a score of 27-21.
This was the second meeting
this year between the two teams.
The first game was won rather
easily by West Catholic, and so
they expected to win this game
with little difficulty. At the end
of the first half the score was 179 in favor of West Catholic, and
the Burrs seemed to be headed
for another easy triumph . How,
ever, at the start· of the second
half the La Salle attack began
to function and they cut their
opponents' lead to three points.
At this point the La Salle rally
subsided and West Catholic
scored two field goals to make
sure of victory.
"Okie" O'Connor was high
scar-er for La Salle with nine
points.
His spectacular shots
brought the crowd to its feet on
several occasions during the
game.
Tom M cNichol led the West
Catholic basketeers with a total
of thirteen points.
D uring the week previous to
this game the La Salle high five
was defeated by M alvern Prep,
28-18, and St. Joh~'s, 21-20.

"This coming season I expect
to have one of the greatest track
teams in La Salle's history." T hese
were the words of Vince T aggart, track coach, when asked of
his chances for success this spring.
Vince has been developing the
track teams at La Salle for the
past six years, and without doubt,
he will go places this season.
Due to weather conditions,
Coach Taggart has his men training in the gymnasium. H e will
do all in his power to keep his
athletes in top form .
The entire team is developed
around the veterans who include,
in the sprints, Floyd Bythiner,
former Northeast High athlete;
Archie Cavanaugh, Northeast
Catholic, and M ark Knox, Catholic H igh. M ark also played
left halfback on the football team.
In the middle distance we find
Mike McAndrews, Saint Joseph's
Prep.; Ed M cCool, Northeast
Catholic; Joe Meehan, C atholic
High, and Joe Cirelli, Northeast
High . T he long distance runs
will be taken care of by John
O'Donnell, former La Salle High
athlete and Joe Clark from Scranton. Clark is the winner of two
c,pen cross-country meets held this
year. T he hurdles will be run
by Johnny M arshall, Simon
Orat~, and Phil Niessen, La
Salle High. Field men will include Gregorski, La Salle High;
Ed M cKernan, West Catholic ;
Cliff Keane, Providence High ;
Ray Bahr, Pittsburgh Catholic;
Pritz Brennan, Cass-Township
P.igh, and Larry Bowman, La
Salle High.
T he newcomers on the team
are: Emmet Corney, Holy Spirit
High, Atlantic City; Kociubinsky,
Central High ; T om Neary, for,
mer captain of La Salle High;
Joe
Sciaretta,
Downingtown
High ; Riehs, La Salle High;
K.adlubosky, Mt. Carmel High;
Don Farley, Perkiomen Prep. ;
Caton, We t Catholic High, and
Vince Parris, Northeast Catholic
High.
On the 24th of this month,
Coach Taggart will take part of
his team to Washington to par,
ticipate in the Catholic University Intercollegiate meet. He will
have Bythiner run the 50-yard
dash; Neary, Bythiner and Kociubinsky will do the 440; Cavanaugh and Cirelli will perform in
the 880. The one and two mile
relays will be sprinted by Neary,
Bythiner, Cavanaugh and Cirelli,
with Kociubinsky and McCool
acting as alternates. Ed McCool
will run the mile.
On March 10, La Salle will de,
fend its relay title in the Middle
Atlantic A. A. U. championships, to be held at the Armory,
32nd st. and Lancaster ave.
Bythiner will again vie for first
honors in the 50-yard dash.
On St. Patrick's day Mr. Taggart will take his team up to New
York to enter the Knights of
Col umbus A thletic meet to be
held at Madison Square Garden.
The Blue and Gold will participate in eight outdoor meets.
Among these are found such
formidable opponents as V illanova, St. Joseph's, Swarthmore,
Osteopathy and Rider. The Penn
relays, Gallaudet and a triangular
meet including Ursinus and West
Chester complete the list.
After gazing over these worthy
opponents we can see reason for
Coach T aggart training his squad
so diligently. Villanova has been
excelling in track for years and
no doubt will furnish strong opposition for the Explorers. Such
teams as St. Joseph's, Swarthmore
and R ider are on a par with La
( Continued on last page )

HIGH SCORER

Capta in Paces Team
W ith Eleven Poi nts
Ray Bah r Follows with Nine;
Explorers' Snappy Passing
Features Eleventh Win

Joe Meehan

Loyola Courtmen
Meet Explorers
Blue and Gold Meets Tommies
Here Next Week; Team Has
Now Won Nine Straight
La Salle's court men swing into
action tomorrow night against a
strong team from Loyola of Baltimore. T he Southerners are coming here as an unknown quantity,
and Coach Len T anseer is not
taking any chances on the Baltimoreans pulling an upset. The
Explorers have been going in fine
style since hitting their stride
after the reverse by Niagara early
in January, and should continue
their winning ways against Loyola.
Tanseer, however, is pointing
his squad for the meeting with St.
Thomas on Friday, M arch 2. The
Explorers want to make it three
in a row over the Tommies, and
another spectacular battle is in
view. The last game between
these arch rivals resulted in a senS'ltional last minute conquest for
the Blue and Gold. With but a
minute to play, Jimmy Murphy
tossed in two field goals to take
the game 2 5 to 22.
St. Thomas, with a team com,
posed of veterans, started the
season in strong style, having lost
only to the undefeated C. C . N .
Y. team previous to the La Salle
game.
Since that defeat last
month, the Tommies have been
floundering, and are out to avenge
that setback.
Captain Joe Meehan and his
tt::am are now playing a brand
c,f basketball that is beginning to
cause much comment among the
followers of the sport in local circies. Their record now stands at
eleven victories and two defeats,
one of the best in Eastern Collegiate standings. The Tomcats
from Scranton, with their attack
centered around Deitch, their cen,
ter, will be a tough obstacle for
the Explorers to overcome.

Explorers Will Meet
Villanova Mar.ch 7

Lightning struck twice in the
&ame place, when the Explorers'
hasketball quintet took the measure of St. Joseph College in their
second meeting.
The La Sallemen made the
Crimson and Gray lads seem bewildered and dazed, by their
~plurge of point-gathering. The
determination of various members
of the Blue and Gold's squad
could not be denied. With blood
in their eye, they have been
awaiting the day of the second
battle. This is stated figuratively,
as three of the Tanseermen received bad eye injuries, in their
first meeting with St. Joseph's,
on the Hawks' new floor on Stiles
street.
But it was not a physical beat,
ing the La Sallemen desired to
register. It was a severe trouncir;g in the form of a hi~¾ score
that the Explorers wished to administer to their innocent opponents. And they did nobly. At
half-time the score stood 26 to 7
ia favor of the Olneymen.
The nobby teamwork displayed
by all five men in the first half
was world-beating. Every play
functioned perfectly. N i n e
straight field goals comprised the
sudden and successful La Salle
barrage.
Led by Captain Joe Meehan,
who was the high scorer of the
evening, the· dribblers commenced
at the very onset to show superiority over the foe. Trailing Joe's
eleven points was Ray Bahr with
eight counters. Incidentally, Ray
this year is proving his ability to
cash in on the scoring side and
not be content, as in former years,
to do most of the guarding.
Murphy was the next dazzler
with seven points. Barrett scored
five. Mosicant, tall South Phila,
dt'lphia lad, scored four, while
Clem Meehan was only able to
make his presence felt with a
single goal.
The foul shooting of both
teams was unusually good . The
Hawks made good on 12 of 15
tries, while the Explorers were
successful on 9 shots in 12 attempts.
The second half of the tussel ,
both teams scored an even number of points.
Neither team
showed any definite superiority.
However, St. Joseph's came out
with a rush, but this was soon
subdued when Len Tanseer sent
in reserve material to plug the
offense.
Ed Costello took what honors
were left for the Hawk squad.
He was the producer of one field
goal and five fouls. Co-captain
Morris made the same number of
points in the first meeting of the
two teams. Keaveney also accounted for three fouls.
The final outcome of the game
saw La Salle on the big side of
a 39 to 20 score.
ST. JOSEPH'S

The Blue and Gold clad courtmen from La Salle will journey
to Villanova to wind up the basketball season against the Wild,
cats. T his is the first time the
Explorers have met the Main
Liners on the court.
Villanova, coached by Doc
Jacobs, has an exceptionally
strong five this year, having lost
but one game. T he Wildcats
bowed to the perennially strong
St. John's team from Brooklyn,
but have taken over teams from
Temple, Bucknell and others of
that calibre.
Coach Tanseer is pointing his
men for this contest and the student body, backing the team to
the limit, is howling for a victory over the Main Liners.
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LA SALLE DEBATERS
WIN TWO CONTESTS
FROM VILLANOVA
( Continued from first page )

Seniors to Begin What? Opposition Freshman Class Tells Sophomores Plan AsOneStudent Sees It
· To Dramatic Club
Of Private Lives I f
I D
-a nee Dear Mr. Editor:
Work on Theses s Ce n e - COLLEGIAN Office. Discovered- a sure cure for n orma

and to the patient if medical aid Must Submit Two Papers; First
became socialized. Mr. Crowley By April 4; Second Due May 15;
bowed the inadequacy of per,
Faculty to List Subjects
sonnel and equipment, and the
high c0st of medical care which
Arrangements are now being
exists under the present method. made by the faculty regarding
Mr. Robert Bousson, Villa, the thesis which each member of
nova's first" negative speaker, the Senior class is obliged to write
m_iintained that the socialization before receiving his degree.
oCmedical aid would be a men,
A list of subjects is chosen by
ace to the public by increasing the facu lty members in charge of
the :tlready too-high tax rate, and the various departments, from
to prove this point he cited the which each senior is free to select
case of Germany's socialized the subjects with which he is most
fonn 0f medicine, which costs the familiar. Usually only one thesis,
bankrupt nation, $2,000,000,000 consisting of approximately three
· per year. He also said that state thousands words, is written, but
medical aid would place an un, this year a departure from this
fair and intolerable ta-..: burden system has been made, in that
on rural localities.
the tudent may write two theses
'IJ.e advantages wh;ch social, on sel?.llrate subjects.
Each of
1~ed medical aid would hrmg to these papers is to consist of
the individual doctor and the pro- about 15 00 words. The purpose
fessin n were cited by Jo·,<>ph Flu, of these theses is to enable the
ha.::h 1, La Salle's second speaker. faculty to · secure a fair estimate
He ~bowed how more dc·~tors in of the students' ability to use
thi, country could be found in in, reference books and to arranoe
come grouping of between ~ WOO, his material in logical sequence.
~20()0 than in any other Rroup. Also to determine the extent of
Con,idering the high cos~ of n,ed, the knowledge which the student
ical equipment and their . 1-.igh has acquired concerning his major
co t of living, this sum is l~uite subjects.
inadequate and places the dcctor
under economic pressure, and
Doctor Holroyd
thus he is not free to do as ; rnch
research work and grad11ate study
We were pleased to learn that
as he might wish to do This
condition would be rem,d'ed by Dr. Holroyd, Professor of Biol,
the doctor's receiving an adec,uate ogy, has been made an honorary
i alary under socialized medi,ine, member of the Medici C lub, an
he said.
Mr. Flubacher also honorary student organization at
·pointed out the fact that prevent, Valley Forge Military Academy,
'ive medicine is now under the after giving an address to the
state and is working well and is tudents there.
Further news from the Biology
inexpensive to the taxpayer.
Mr. Francis BigleY., Villanova's Department is that Dr. Holroyd
:;econd speaker, in his speech, de, has received from Dr. M acFar,
dared that the doctors through, lane, of the University of Pennout the country are not in favor sylvania, part of the Doctor's
The gift consists of
of state medical aid, and one of library.
many
books
on Biology.
the great reasons for this is that
under this system, the physician
would become merely a contract
doctor, on a rigorous schedule; he
would have to see a certain num,
ber of patients daily ; his time
wou ld not be his own to treat a
patient as he saw fit. In a socialized system also, the doctor
would lose personal interest in his
patients: and also the profession
wou ld become degraded by the
entrance of a number of doctors
who would receive good jobs
merely because they had strong
rolitical friends, and those doc,
tors in turn would become more
political tools. H e also cited the
fact that since Germany has been
under the social.ized system of
medicine, only two great medical
mventions have come out of this
rnuntry whereas before its reception, Germany was one of the
leading medical centers in the
world .
Mr. Norman H arvey, La Salle's
third speaker, and who tied for
honors with Mr. Bigley as best
speaker, summarized the argu,
ments of his colleagues, and then
continued his speech by showing
the benefits of socialized medicine
from the Sociological and Economic viewpoints. First, from the
Social aspect, Mr. H arvey said
that the family would be con,
idered and secured. The doctors
would have to comply with the
requirements set by the state, and
thus the pu~lic would have more
capable men to take care of them .
H e said that the death rate at
childbirth is much less in social,
ized medical countries such as
Denmark, Norway and Sweden,
than it is in this suppo edly high,
ly civilized country. This is be,
cause of the mal-distribution of
doctor in the present medical
system, he maintained. From the
economic viewpoint, Mr. Harvey
0ffered a sttong argument. H e
said that now a man's medical
care is directly proportioned to
his income. This being the case,
a poor man secures only poor
1nedical aid, while a rich man re,
ceives much better care. T his, of
ourse, · is not fair, and such a
ituation can oe remedied only by
ocialized medicine, which wm.ild
he an organized and co-operative
institution with all men equally
ca red for and treated.

T ime- 4.55 on a M onday after,
noon. The dummy is due at the
printer's at 5.00 o'clock. T wo
columns needed. Properties--1
Editor-in-Chief ; 1 Associate Edi,
tor ; 1 News Editor ; 2 H eadline
\1/riters; 3 Boarders (business of
heckling, haunting and needling) .
The Editor sits at a typewriter
(in need of a new ribbon) , try,
ing in vain to think of a story.
The Associate Editor struggles
with a nasty pair of 18-point
stories. The News Editor is
being newsy,- in a purely imper,
sonal way, of course.
The Headline Writers sling a
couple of mean 24 -pointers
at the itches (Boarders) . The
hounds retaliate with a fresh bar,
rage of needles. Tempus fugit,
as tempus only can, the Editor
awakens with a start, the boarders rush at once for the door
(Dinner Bell) , the A ssociate Edi,
tor and ensemble give up in
despair.

those M onday "blues." T his
boon to humanity has been
found under the guise of an Eng,
liah 3 course,- Brother Luke's
Monday P. M . class in Public
Speaking, to be precise.
Recently the Prof told the
Frosh to write their autobiogra,
phies as an assignment for Eng,
lish 1, and that they would have
to give them before the class in
English 3. Judging from the re,
suits, some of those yearlings
h ve led spectacular lives. For
instance, Syd Stephens told one
of a trip to Canada with his
mother and father when he was
f.v_e ye_ar~, ol~. "T~e ~~ghlight of
this tnp, said Stevie, was when
I got lost in the stockyards in St.
Lou is." Uh-Uh-Page the Baron!
The crowning crack came from
Zollis, however. Speaking of his
birth, he said, "My birth brought
great pleasure to my parents and
tr, my father!".

TAGGART STARTS
TRACK PRACTICE

LASALLIGHTS

( C ontinued from fifth page )
Salle and should prove interest,
ing.
La Salle will be capably rep·
resented in the Penn relays on
April 27 and 28, and Vince Taggart is confident that his boys
will carry off many honors.
The triangular meet with Ur,
sinus and W est Chester will be
held away on May 2. All three
teams are equally matched and
the outcome is doubtful.
On May 19, the entire track
squad will travel down to Wash,
ington and compete against Gal,
laudet College. This meet will
mark the close of the season.

( Continued from second page)
Who said anything about the
writer of the Croswnest? After
readi ng the la t perpetration, we
think it's a corporation- those
anti -trust laws should be en,
forced. There's no such thing as
j:'rivate lives at La Salle any,
more.
Raving again , forgive us:
Are you mad, dear Crow, for our
little pun?
You know we're sorry, if such
he the case.
What we write about you is all
in fun .
As a subject you fill plenty of
space.

The COLLEGIAN Office i·
Auditorium of Holy Child To Be
stormed
again! WHY? Is it be,
Scene of Affair; Orchestra
cause there is a fire or is Deaver
From C. B. S. Featured
The Sophomore class is going
to hold another social, this time
i.• the form of an informal dance
in the Holy Child Auditorium ,
Broad and Duncannon streets.
The date has been fixed for
Thursday, March 1, dancing being from nine till one.

shaving off his moustache? N o,
neither of these stirring or thrill ing events is taking place. W ell,
what is it then?

It is Thursday!
So what!
W ell, we'll tell you. News ha
just reached the basement that a
new issue of the COLLEGIA N ha"
been published but NOT di ,
Although the orchestra has not tributed . When will it be di ,
heen definitely decided upon, one t!"ibuted? That's the only rea,
of the studio orchestras from son we're writing this letter.
'NCAU will be secured for the
Why not avoid al !this rush
affair.
The dance committee and turmoil and have the Col,
promises that the music will sat- lege Paper distributed among the
isfy even the most critical.
students by some authorized
The convenient location of the member of the CoLLEGIAN staff
dance and the reasonable admi , during an appropriate period .
sion price of fifty cents make this W e would suggest the lunch
social one that can be easily at- period.
Thomas E. Shea, Jr.
ts:nded by all .
The committee consists of Al
Crawford, George T ouey, Frank
.A.rditto, Mario Cerelli, Vince
eedham , Joe M cT ea r and Phil
]'-: ies en, chairm an.

Professor Sprissler
Mr. Joseph Sprissler, whose ar,
tide on banking is appearing in
this i ue, graduated from the
\Vharton School at Penn in 1931,
receiving a bachelor of science
in economics. At present, Mr.
Sprissler is conducting a class in
Economics at La Salle.

W e heartily agree with you,
Mr. Shea. W e would sugge t
that you become a member of
the COLLEGIAN staff so that you
may act as official distributor.

The Mardi Gras issue of the
'·Tulane Hullabaloo" certainly
was a corker. It's too bad you
don't issue more like it. It wa
in great demand around here and
you can rest assured that there
wasn't a story left unread.
You have our congratulation
and all that sort of thing.

Mr. Sprissler's article will be · Sullivans seem to predominate
concluded in the next issue of on the staff of the HEIGHT .
the COLLEGIAN
Only 5 of them.

• • •

people know it!
Same thing with a good
cigarette or a good wood-fire.
All you need is a light.
And all you want is·a cigarette that keeps tasting right
whether you smoke one or a
dozen.
That's what people like
about Chesterfields. You can
count on them. They' re milder
-and they taste better.
In two words, they satisfy.
That says it.

ste -e
the ci~arette that's MILDER • the cigarette that

TASTES BETTER

